Endoscope Plus
Sharpen your vision

Get an immersive view with
a magnified 3D HD image

Adjust sharpness from the
surgeon console to address
a dynamic surgical field
See tissues in a different light
with built-in support for
Firefly® fluorescence imaging

Compatible with the da Vinci X® and
da Vinci Xi® surgical systems

Purchasing information
Item code

Product description

Compatibility

470056

Da Vinci X/Xi Endoscope Plus, 0⁰

Da Vinci X or Da Vinci Xi

470057

Da Vinci X/Xi Endoscope Plus, 30⁰

Da Vinci X or Da Vinci Xi
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To contact a representative or receive additional information
Visit www.intuitive.com or call Intuitive Surgical Customer Service in the U.S. at 1.877.408.3872,
in Europe at +41.21.821.2020 or +800.0821.2020 or in the rest of the world, 1.408.523.2100

Important safety information
Serious complications may occur in any surgery, including da Vinci® surgery, up to and including death. Examples of serious or lifethreatening complications, which may require prolonged and/or unexpected hospitalization and/or reoperation, include but are not
limited to, one or more of the following: injury to tissues/organs, bleeding, infection and internal scarring that can cause long-lasting
dysfunction/pain.
Risks specific to minimally invasive surgery, including da Vinci surgery, include but are not limited to, one or more of the following:
temporary pain/nerve injury associated with positioning; a longer operative time, the need to convert to an open approach, or the need
for additional or larger incision sites. Converting the procedure could result in a longer operative time, a longer time under anesthesia,
and could lead to increased complications. Contraindications applicable to the use of conventional endoscopic instruments also apply
to the use of all da Vinci instruments.
For Important Safety Information, indications for use, risks, full cautions and warnings, please also refer to www.intuitive.com/safety.
Individuals’ outcomes may depend on a number of factors, including but not limited to patient characteristics, disease characteristics,
and/or surgeon experience.
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